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QJAPTBR I 
,. 
INTRODUCTI~ TO THB STUDY 
Paced with rapid and continuous growth in the school popula-
tlon, the County School Board of Henrico County, Vi~ginia, author-
ized in 19S9 an intensive and extensive survey of the curricular 
offerings in its secondary Schools. The purpose of this survey waa 
two-fold: to discover the educational needs of ita youth and to 
determine to What extent the county high schools were meeting these 
needs. 
I• 'l'HB PROBLBM 
~tatement of the froblem. 
Thie academic study of the class of 1958 at School Y is an 
outgrowth of .that curriculum survey. Specifically, it is an in-
vestigation of the grades earned in a five year period by the Jllembers 
of the class. It was the purpose of this study to show the academic 
history of one class through a five year period at one of the county 
high schools and to determine What implications, if any, thia 
history would have for guidance, curriculum, instruction, and 
evaluation in the second~y •Choola• 
tmeortance of the Study 
This study reveals the course selections under the prevailing 
curriculum with accompanying successes and failures experienced by 
the group being studied. It shows the subject fields in wr.ich the 
2 
greatest degree of success and failure occutred. It offers a 
comparison between grades earned in required subjects and elective 
courses. lt depict• the gi:ade level at which the group met with 
the greatest failure.· ltwill fUl'nish data useful for futW:e 
curd.cul\.1111' studies and experiments. 
Limitations of the Study 
Preliminary research for this at Udy included thl'ee Henrico 
County high 1chools, schools designated in the preliminary data a8 
x, Y, and z. School Y was selected for these reasons: it was the 
largest of the three schools; it had been established as a four 
year high school on its present site for the longest period of 
time; and it was felt.that, according to results on standardized 
scho1a.Stic aptitude and achievement tests, the Y school population 
was more nearly representative of the normal curve of distribution. 
This study was limited by being only a chronicle, academi-
cally speaking, of what happened to one high school class in a five 
year period. It was concerned with all the students who entered 
School Y at a time which put them in position to graduate in June, 
19589 · . Most of the people in ibis group entered School Y in the 
eighth grade in 1953 before becoming' high aehool students in the 
ninth grade in 1954• Numbered in this membership also were those 
transfers from other secondary schools entering School Y at any 
time between 1954 and 1958 with sufficient Carnegie units to make 
them eligible to graduate.in June, 1958. 
II. · BACKQlOUND OP. l'HB STUDY AND PROCJlDUIU3S US:SD. 
This academic history of the class of 1958 at School Y was 
an outgrowth of the curriculum. study which began in Henrico County 
secondary 1Choo1s in 1959, ~~ ~hat ~ime the Henrico County School 
Board appropriated $s,ooo, and each year thereafter set up addition-
al funds, .to finance the· study, To lay the ground work for the 
survey, George a.· MoOdy, Superintendent. of Henrico County Scbools,. 
met with the principals of the secondary sehools •. Later the County 
SchOol Board, appointed a committee composed of Mr. Moody; Dr. Woodrow 
W9· Wilkerson,. Director of Secondary Education, Virginia State De-
partment of Education; a member of the County School Board; and two 
lay citizens.· . It was the duty of this .committee to make specific 
plans for the survey, the purpose of which wa8 to determine the 
status of the curd.culum. of the· secondary sehools in Henrico. County. 
This committee retained the services of Dr. George J. Oliver, Head 
of the llducation Department, College of William. and Mary, &a con• 
eultant. Dr. Oliver, with his staff, working with a. J• Britton, 
Director of Research, Henrico County School Board, . planned the 
pattern the survey followed and designed the questionnaires used. 
· These questionnaires were sent out in the spring of 1959 to 
these groups: graduates of the class of 19535 graduates of the 
class of 1958; drop-outs in the 1953-SS period from the class of 
1958; students enrolled in 1959 in Henrico secondary schools; 
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parents of the students enrolled in 1959; and to f acuity members 
of the Henrico secondary schools in 1959. 
Some f aeulty membel's worked on committees obtaining addresses 
of the·gfaduates ancl dro~outs; others recorded on iridividual course 
select.tone eheeta a11 grades in a11 classes eamf!d . by the . graduat.ea, 
drop-outs, and transfers, the entire membership of the 1953-58. 
class, Grades for these individual sheets wer~ obtained from 
each student's pe~ent record, or c:wD.ulative.folder. lt was 
':," '.' 
these individual grade eheeta which were used for the academic in-
ventory data in th!a history, 
In the sum!ller of 1959, wit~ the q~e.stior.nair~a ~eturned, the 
~ . ' ' ' , . ' ' . 
. . ' 
first curriculum workshop, composed of tbixty-n.tne administrators 
• j • • • • > \ ' -
and f acultv members. convened to compile and study the questionnaire 
data. The consultant retained at this time was ,Dr. Louis B. Armstrong, 
·.·,. '-,,' : : .' ! : ' ' . •. ,. : . ' ; '. ' ,. -·' . 
Director Indian Springs SChoo1 Community, Helena, Alabama. In the 
... '·' 
summer of 1960 Dr. Armstrong met with.the second workshop group, 
this one composed.of the principals of all junior and senior high 
Schools and all secondary achoo! supervisor•• 
It la not the putpose of this investigation to show the re• 
sults of the curriculum study to date or to report the work done _ 
in the curriculum workshop•• However, ,~hese sun:ey activities gave 
rise to provocative questions. What happened to the individual 
student in School Y during these five years~ How successful was 
he in his academic career? Did he graduate? Did he drop out of 
lehool? At what point in school did the greatest drop.out rate 
occur? This study was begun in an attempt to answer these 
questions. 
Superintendent Moody stated concerning this curriculum 
survey, "No school man ls satisfied wi:th general conditions ln 
his school system. He has a desi-re to improve con.di tions. He 
wants to look carefully at the Whole program."1 
5 
He further remarked that the Henrico County Sehool Board, 
in aetting up the survey, could have called in top.flight curri-
culum planners to write a new course of. study for the secondary 
schools. "That ia not my idea," he continu9d• ''My idea ·la to 
improve the curriculum at the grass roots, with the teachers in 
the c1assroom."2 
Definitions of Terms Used 
In interpreting the data in thia history, the following 
meanings for terms were used: 
Graduate • A student-who graduated in 1958 from School Y. 
Drop-out • A student who left School Y during the 1953-58 period 
and did not re-enter Y or enter any other secondary 
school. 
Transfer • A student who left School Y and entered another school. 
1statement, in part, made by George H. Moody, Superintendent 
of Henrico County SChools, in a conference, June, 1961. 
2!,bid. 
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!,aQ'!i~ed Courses •The courses specified for graduation from a 
secondary school by the Virginia State.Department of 
Education. In the 'eighth grade the required courses 
were English, mathematics, science, social studies, 
and physical education. In the four years of high 
school the required coUl'ses were:: four.years-of 
English, one science, one mathematics, . United States 
History in grade eleven,. United States GovenlJllent in 
grade twelve, and physical education in grades nine 
_and ten •. 
Elective Courses.• Those Which the student t.ook through choice. 
,8th Grade B!Ploratory Course~ • Industrial. arts, home .economics, 
music, art, and foreign language. 
Under this system, the eighth grade student, in additio~ to 
the fiw. required courses,:had.to select areu interesting to.him. 
If he. selected: foreign language, he spent, approximately three ... 
months :ln-each·of three foreign languages, Latin, Prench, .and 
. . ~ . ' , - . '"" 
Spanish, getting a very brief introduction to each. lf he seleo-
ted the·other exploratory courses, he spent one semester in each 
of two courses. Presumably this system enabled the eighth grader 
to discover his interests prior to his entrance into. high sehool• 
III• . · ORG\Nl.ZATI~ ~ . REMAIND.BR · .OP THBSIS 
In reporting· the history of this group of students, the study 
involved the school and community, the parents, and the students. 
·Thia report will describe first the background of Sehool Y1 
the Community. crumges1 and population growth, in the.school areae 
Tm! next,ehariter will dve home background.information, 
about the student. r~vea1 his type of. fMlily. 'the. educational 
status of his narents. their business or r>rof essional occu1>a.-
tiona, and their·educationa.1 aauirations.for their.children. 
The acadt!mic da:ta. on the five year group will then be • pre-
.. 
sented in charts. interoreted for oractical use, and conclusions 
will be drawn from the r-esults obtained• 
IV. SUMMARY 
The Henrico Countv School Board in 1959 authorized a de-
tailed survey of its secondaiy school curricula. Rapid growth in 
the school population and changing trends in American living made 
it necessary to take a close look at the whole secondary school 
progra11l to f !nd out to What extent the schools were meeting the 
needs of the in.di vidual. Thia academic history of the class of 
l958 ~t Scho~l Y grew out of this curriculum survey. 
QJAPTBR II 
A HIS'l'Cl\Y OP TWO SCHOOLS AND THBil\ COMMUNrtIBS 
When the students involved in this study entered Sehool Y 
in 1953, the school had been in existence two full years. It was 
a new sehool in a changing community, but it actually ba.c:l had its 
beginning years before that in its rural predecessor. A brief 
history of that predecessor and the community it served, followed 
by the seven year story from 1951-58 of Sehool Y and the community 
it served, will here be given. 
I. SCHOOL A AND COMMUNITY 
Origin and History of the Predecessor 
Henrico County, which practically encircles the city of 
•Richmond, Virginia, for three hundred years and more was a farming 
area. with a sma.11 population., At , the beginning of the ·twentieth 
century lt had limited.need for public secondary schools. One of 
these schools, Which will be called School A. in this history, was 
built in 1911 in the northern section of the county to serve a . 
typical rural community. Most of the people in the general area 
were farmer$ with only a very few of its residents employed in 
industry in the nearby city of Richmond. 
School A, housing the.seven elementary and four high sehool 
grades, provided educational opportunities which ranged from meager 
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to adequate for t~e children of tbe rural parents. Demands upon 
the sehools at the time were few. 
Change in Population ;rrpes 
a'y the 1930•s, lio'wever. the area. began to Change. The com-
m.unity 8erv8d by School A expanded, slowly at first'and then rapidly, 
from a 8eattered rural area into a c0mpac:it urbanized'eolnm.unity, a 
home of lniddle:and.iower J.ricome bracket people. Bach year increas-
ingly largei n\imbers of fausllles began to move out of the city into 
the countv Whe~e taxes were lowu~ 'Population expansion in the 
c:ounty fJ,l'ea to the west of the city began to take place also. School 
A began to feel the gradual impact of the population Change in ita 
sehool enrollment, especiaity after the 1943 annexation proceedings 
of the city ~f Ricbmond which included the one county high school 
in the western oart of the countv. School A then became the only 
four year high school serving both the western and the northern 
aectlons of Henrico County. 
The enrollment data' for-.. period of twenty.eight years for 
School A and its successor, Scliool Y, are presented in Table 1, the 
fi,Wres for whieh were obtain~' fr'om the PRINC.IPAL'S ANNUAL 'REPORT 
to the Superintendent, kept on file in the ptincipal's office. In 
1930-31when the bigb.&Chool enrollment for grades S-11was152, 
arid the graduating c1assnmbered 2s, the elementa.ry school en-
rollmeni.for graides 1•7 in the ~a111e building was 353. The.high 
achoo.i·enrollment allOwed alow but steady increases during the 
TABLB I 
10 
SECONDARY SQIOOL BNROLLMENTS AT 
SCHOOL A AND SCHOOL Y 1930-1958 
Total Enrollment Graduates 
Yeu: Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
1930-31 64 88 152 11 14 25 
1935-36 119 115 234 2.5 26 Sl 
1940-41 161 195 354 30 37 67 
1945-46 231 313 544 34 60 94 
1947-48 341 360 701 19 77 156 
1948-49* 356 355 711 21 16 'I'/ 
1949-50 467 474 901 49 65 114 
1950-Sl** 469 502 971 48 16 124 
1951-52# 544 553 109? 56 80 136 
1952-53 682 655 1337 73 '74 146 
1953-54 718 756 1474 57 85 142 
1954-ssllll 503 514 1167 72 104 176 
19SS-S6 694 640 1330 62 94 156 
1956-57 808 727 1535. 61 91 152 
1957-58 906 808 1714 75 93 168 
.,, Bighth grade added 
** Accredited II Opening of School Y 
lllf Opening of another high school 
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1930-40 decade. The more than two hundred increase in 1945 over 
the 1940 number can be explained, in part; by the Richmond annex-
ation in 1942 of an area which included the one county high school 
J.n the weatern part of the. county. Prom that time on, the students 
living in \festem Heni:ico traveled across the county to School A 
for their formal education. 
According to the PIUNCIPAL'S ANNUAL REPORT of June, 1949, 
a twelfth year was added to the school system in 1948-49. Thie 
may account for the fact that, while 156 students graduated in 1948, 
only 37 graduated in 1949; at the same time, however, the total 
membership for grades S-12 was close to three hwidred more than the 
membership for grades S-11 the preceding yeu. The extra year 
which was added was, in reality, an eighth grade, but it was neither 
an elementary nor a secondary grade. Until the Henrico County 
junior high achools were opened in ~eptember, 1958, to house grades 
1, s, and 9, the eighth grade remained in the high school building, 
but it carried no Carnegie unit of credit toward graduation. 
Meanwhile the school plant at School A wa.s taxed to capacity 
to accommodate the increasing number of students. Threu additiona 
were made to the· aain building•. a separate audi toriUlll building 
erected. and a hOllle economic• cottage built within the 1930-40 
decade. Still there was not room enough for the 991 students in-
cludi.n~ the 114 graduates enrolled in 1949•50. The year 1950-51• 
when School A was first accredited by the Southern Association of 
12 
Colleges and s~condary Schools, was the la.st year. School A·; oper-
at~d a.a a high school. - The facilities could, no longer house the 
aeeonduy'graup. ·In 1951·.52 the btlildings were converted to 
elementarysehool use, and the high school faculty and students 
moved to new quarters. 
The history of School A was a long one. · So warm was the 
feeling of ·the county residents for their school that many in the 
area who had attended it wanted the name, School A, .retained for 
the new school, but School A ceased to function as a secondary 
school in June, 19519 
II. SCHOOL Y AND CQ\IMUNlTY 
Opening of School Y 
Much of the community spirit which had prevailed for School 
A carried over and permeated the SChool Y COllUIWllity when the trans-
fer was completed. Built to accommodate 1,000 students, School Y . 
had a first year enrollment of 1,097. As shown by Table I,. the 
second year enrollment waa 1,337s the third year, :1;474. 
School Enrollment Growth 
Conditions were so crowded that large shop areae, Which were 
intended for metal, and possibly automotive claases at a later date, 
were divided into smaller classrooms. At times study hall• were 
held in the auditorium. Temporary relief came when a new secondary 
School Opened in September, 1954·, and drew from. School y the 
students in: certain ·areas. The 'etiro11meut dl'ot>p:ed then £ rom 
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·1,474 to 1,'167,; btit thereafter the' in~rease Wa.s ·abc>ut· 'tw0 'hiindred 
pupils eaeh°'yeu. · In 1958 the number reached· 1,714• MeanWhile 
two additions,· including twelve classrooms, were added to the main 
building•· With the opening in September, · 19ss, of ·junior Mgh 
schools in Henrico,: the enrollmen't at Sehool Y dropped back :to 
approximately the number for which the building, ·witll 'ita two 
additions, wa& intended • 
. Description of Paren'tr..1 !~t;ke;round 
The community served by School Y was no longer the rural 
area wbleh had been served by School A. The lll&jority of the resi• 
dents did not farm; they .commuted to Richmond to engage in busineaa. 
In the 19SO's large subdivisions were developed in Henrico County. 
each adding to the en:ollmenta. 
What type were these new county residents, these parents of 
the students in Schoo! Y? The answers to questionnaires sent to 
these parents in 1959 gave a verbal picture of the general make-up 
of the community. 
Bducational Status. In reply to the questions concerning 
educa'tional background of the parents, as revealed inTable II, 
the le.rgest single group, 520, graduated from high school; 121 
graduated from college; those completing one, two, or thJ:ee years 
14 
TABLB II 
EDUCATIONAL LBVBL ATl'AINBD BY PARENTS 
Grade Completed Pathers Mothers Total 
(less than) - 6th 10 5 15 
6th 17 .. 21 
7th 56 20 76 
8th 57 36 93 
9th 55 56 111 
loth 100 62 162 
11th 115 162 277 
12th 237 283 520 
Business College 27 96 123 
Trade School 10 3 12 
College 1 year 19 21 40 
College 2 years 33 38 71 
College 3 years 11 1a 23 
College 4 years 81 40 121 
Graduate Work 10 4 14 
15 
of high school totalled SSO; those completing one, two, or three 
years of college were 134. The range in formal education was 
from. 15 parents completing less than sixth grader of work to 14 
doing one, two, or three years of graduate .work. The average 
parent of School Y had the equivalent of twelfth grade education. 
Thia level is higher than that reported for the nation: 
Whereas the average education level of the p~pu­
la tion 25 years old and over in 1950 was 9.3 school 
years (that is, about half .the population had completed 
the ninth grade), the average is expected to be about 
10.s years in 1960: 12.0 years in 1970, and 12.2 years 
in 1980. The median level of education is expected to 
stabilize at approximately the twelfth year of school.3 
Aspirations for future of Children. Data weze not available 
for Sehoo1 Y a10ne to show the parents• expectations for' the future 
education of their children, but in the county secondary schools 
as a whole these data were available. Less than two per cent 
U.6 per cent) of the parents expected their children to' finish 
high schooi only; 68.1 per cent expected their Children' to finish 
college; 10.1 per cent expected them to attend trade schools; 4.8 
per cent expected them to attend business schools; and J.5.2 per 
cent were undecided in their educational aspirations for' their 
children. 
The student reactions to future schooling were aomewhat 
different. The data revealed that 21.s per cent of the students 
'narry Hansen (ed.) !,h! World Almanac• 1960 (New York: The 
New York World Tribune and Sun, 1960), P• 261. . 
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ext>ected to finish high school only; 48•3 per cent expected .to 
attend·eollege; 7.6 per cent• to·attend trade schools; 11.2 per cent, 
business schools; and 10.9 per. cent reported"they. were undecided 
abOutthe future. 
College training was·the fond hope of 'nearly 70·per cent of 
the parents:for their children; slightly less than:So per cent of 
the students aspired to college training. 
Occupational Status. Parent questionnaire answers revealed 
the oeeuoationa1 status of.parents in the School Y.eommun!ty and 
the aspirations of these parents for thei.: children•• figures in 
Table III show that while 73 fathers and 30 mothers were engaged 
in orofesslonal work following college training, 274 parents de-
sired orofessional status for their children, but 459 of the stu-
dents aspired to professional status. Only 10 parents desired a 
future in retail selling for their children, yet 187 parents them-
selves were employed in retail selling; and 17 students pref erred 
selling as a career. Seven parents listed housewife as the future 
for the girls, while 462 mothers listed housewife as their occu-
pations, and 62 students gave housewife as the future job. Those 
figures might indicate that the occupation of housewife was held 
in low esteem by the mothers. Approximately the same number of 
students indicated a preference for the skilled trades as the num-
ber of parents employed in the skilled trades, bUt only 61 parents 
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TABLB III 
OCCUPATIClf . OP PARENTS; PARBNT AND STUDBN.'1' VOCATIONAL 
AIMS FOO. STUDENT 
OCcupat!ons 
Af te# Attending College 
Prof ession-Seientif ic 
Prof ession"'1lon-Sclentlf ic 
Business Adminietration 
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chose skilled trades for their children. A comparison of these 
data in Table III shows a tendency for the parents to aspire to 
higher occupational status for their children than the parents 
.. . . . ', ' 
enjoyed themselves. The aspi~ations.of both parent and student 
for the future of the 'student appear ; \Ulrealistlcally high in the 
college training and technical fields, 
Parental Rating of School Y 
These same pa.rents rated School Yon a check, list, and the 
results.showed how the community felt School Y was performing in 
the business of.education. Better than 90 per cent of the P;&renta 
rated the schoo1 from. saitiaf actory to excellent on these areas: 
. . 
Curriculum mietY, teaching of fundamental$, quallty of teaching, 
f ~iendliness of teachers, intellectual development of students, 
effectiveness of athletic and aesthetic trdning, preparati~nfor 
4 . 
college, development of goOd health habits, development of g~ 
reading habits,. development of desirable social life in students, 
college lnf ormation, vocational infol'mation, vocational trai~ing, 
good Character development, and all-round development in general 
· experiences. 
At the time this study was made, there were 62 teachers on 
the faculty of School Y, all of whom held UP-to-date teaching 
certificates •. Sixty had bachelor's degreesa two, master's. Only 
8 had Collegiate Certif ieates while 52 held Collegiate Professional 
Certificates. In years of experience, the range was from 6 teachers 
19 
with no years of experience to 8 teacheJ:s with more than 21 years 
of experience. The largest ntunber, 17, had from 6-10 years of 
experience while 13 had 2•3 years of experience. 
I II. CURRICULAR OPPBRINGS 
·The list of curricular offerings given in Table IV shows the 
changes which took place 1.n School A and Sehool Y with the passage 
of time. The curriculum more than doubled it• scope of offerings 
in general and college preparatory areas in twenty-seven years. 
It enlarged the scope of vocational training ln the fields of 
bu.siness. industrial arts. and homemaking; it increased its aes-
thetic training in the fields of music and art. Through its CUl'ri-
culum, the school reflected the changing community. 
IV. SUMMARY 
SChool A offered educational opportunities to many Henrico 
students during the forty years it served as a secondary school• 
Its enrollments, curriculum Changes, and adcli:tions to the buildings 
ref leeted the Changes wbieh took place in the community during 
those year.s. When School A ended its. period of service in 1951, 
the community support it had enjoyed continued when the faculty 
and students transferred to the new Sehool Y. A repet!.t~on of 
large enrollments and inadequate facilities which took place at 
School A was soon the case at School Y. In spite of this, judging 
TABLB IV 
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English 4 yrs. English 4 yrs. English 4 yrs, 
Alg. 2 yrs. Alg. 2 yrs. Speech 
Pl. Geom. Pl. Geom. Journalism 
Sol. Geomt Sol. Geom. Creative Writing 
Gen. Science Trig• Gen. Math a yrs• 
Biol. Gen. Sci. Alg. 2 yrs. 
Latin 3 yrs. Biol. Pl. Geom. 
Prench 2 yrs. Chein. Sol. Geom. 
w. History Physics Trig. 
u. s. History Latin 3 yrs. Gen. Sci. 
u. s. Gov't• Prench 3 yrs. Biol. 
Civic• · w. History Chem. 
Gen. Busines• u. s. History Physics 
Typing u. s. Gov•t. Latin 3 yrs. 
Bookkeeping Gen. Business Spanish 3 JE'•• 
Shorthand Shorthand Prench 3 y.ra. 
Home Ee. 3 yrs. · Typing Soc. Studies 
Mech. Drawing w. History 
Home Be. 3 yrs. u. s. History 




Of flee Pract. 
Shop 
Mech. Dr. 2 yrs. 







Bnglish 4 yrs. 
Journalism 
Speech 
Dramatics Gen. Math a vr•· 













u. s. Gov't• 
Latin 4 yrs. 
Prench 4 yra. 
Spaniah 4 yrs. 






Woodahop 2 yra. 
Mech. Dr. 3 yra. 
Home Be. 3 yrs. 
Boys Home Be• 




Typing 2 yrs. 
Shorthand 2 yrs. 






by the responses from parents concerning the effectiveness of the 
school :program, it was felt the sehool -was functioning adequately. 
CHAPTBR III 
ACADEMIC STUDY OP Tim CLASS OP 1~58 POR FIVB YBAl\ PBR.IOD 
How well did the class of 1958 perform, the class which 
entered School Y as eighth graders in 1953 with graduation from. 
high school in 1958the now! goal? What were its potentialities? 
It was a oroduct of the comm.unity made up of essentially the same 
parents as those previously described• It was a product of the 
schOol whose early history was given in the preceding chapter• 
It was a part of the largest enrollments on record in that sch~ol• 
This is the story of that class. 
I. CLASS MBMB.BRSHIP 
The ~rship data given in Table V for this class during 
its five years at School Y were based on information taken from 
the individual's permanent record, or cumulative folder, ~d re-
corded on indi~idual course selection sheets. <n each sheet 
&1>i>eared thetnkl!le of the individual, the year he enteied the school 
4U1d his grade level upon entrance; the year he.left the school, as 
a graduate, drop-out, or transfer; a letter grade~ At a, C, D, or 
f, for each subject taken by the student during this periodt and 
the .total number of credits he earned. It was these cz:c:!!t:i w!:.kh 
were used to establish the grade placement of the individual. 
There was .a total of 390 individual course selection sheets Eepre-o 
aenting that number of students.-
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II. ENROLLMENT IN GRADE UlVBLS 
To be eligible for eighth grade placement in this study, the 
student must have successfully passed the seventh grade; for ninth 
gl'ade. he must have passed all required eighth grade subjects; for 
tenth grade, he must have earned thr9e Carnegie units; for eleventh 
grade. seven Carnegie units; and for twelfth grade, eleven cat-negie 
units. These same criteria were used to determine the grade level 
of the dro1>-out and the tranaf er. 
All the students involved in the 390 record sheets did not 
enter Sehoo1 Y at the eighth grade level; some transferred into 
the school at the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades, eli• 
gible to graduate !n 1958e Some students remained at the same · 
grade level two or more years because of failure; some students 
took courses on two grade levels because of irregularitiea in their 
credits. Por example, the student who had six credits, one leas 
than was necessary to place him in the eleventh grade homeroom, 
was considered a tenth gs:ader, but he could take the required 
eleventh grade United States history course because, with·aix 
credits, presumably he could graduate ln two more yearso 
Because of these irregularitiea in grade placements, the 
'totals given in Table V for enrollment in one grade level, minus 
the drop•outa and transfers at that grade level, will not necessarily 
result in the enrollment figure given for the next gs:ade level• 
TABLB Y 
ENaOI.lMBRTS BY GllADB LEVBL OP CLASS OP 1958 Kl SCHOOL Y 
Total Grade l.evel Grade Level 
Membership of Drop-out of Transfers 
Grade Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
. 
8 230 180 410 42 16 58 6 4 10 
9 171 157 328 21 11 32 a 14 22 
10 131 140 271 24 17 41 10 5 15 
11 97 116 213 16 13 29 1 • 5 
12 78 100 178 3 s 8 1 1 a 
Graduate 72 96 168 




That next grade level enrollment f igare includes any new tl'ana.fera 
into the school who were eligible to graduate in 1958. The f lgures 
in Table V include these Irregularities. 
A tally of the 390 lnd!Yidual sheets• mealed 410 cases of 
these lndiY!dua1s. including repeaters. enrolled la cluaes at.the 
eighth grade level dui:!ng the period. inYOlftd la thia atudy. 'l'hla 
number included the lo11owing categories of students repeating the 
eighth grades S students who had to repeat the eighth arade but 
later went on to graduate; 58 students who repeated the eighth grade 
but ewntually drcpped out of school; 6 students who •epeated the 
eighth 1rade twice an4 later dropped out of school; and 6 atudents 
,,,Jso repeated the elpth grade before transferl'ittJ to another school. 
Of the original 390 students lzm>lftd in thl• study. 168. or 
43.l per cent. graduated; 168• or 43.1 per cent. dropped out before 
... graduation; and 54• or 13.S~per cent, transferred to another acboo1. 
The graduating clasa 0£ 19.58 lnc:luded 12 bo,. and 96 prla1 but tblr 
drop-outa f rCG this class presented a different proportion. 106 
boys and 62 girls dropping out, or nearly two boys to one g:lrl. 
The 1rea•est mmber of drop.outs OCCUl'red at the eighth 
grade 1ne11 a total of 58; drop-outa at the tenth grade leYel 
were the second hi1hest number• 41, Which was 9 more than the na-
ber of ckop.outs at the ninth grade level. 1be total drop..out 
picture revealed a big decrease f ron the eighth grade to tbe lllnth 
*Th!s does not Include 1953 eighth graders who were retained• 
t6 
grade number, an increase at the tenth, a drop at the eleventh, 
and . a sharp decline at the .. twe1£th grade level. 
The.figures indicate that the school exerted less holding 
power in the eighth grade and lower high school grades than it did 
in the upper grades of high 8Choo1;. 
lXI. SCHOLASTIC GRADES IN SUBJECt PIBLDS 
In this portion of the study an inventory will be presented 
showing the letter grades earned by the students in classes in 
whieh they were enrolled during their stay at School Y. 'lhe letter 
grade A,accordiqto the description of grades on the student re-
port card, signifies excellence in performance; B, superior per• 
f ormance; C, average performance; D, barely passing; P, failure. 
The data for grades earned by the atudents in required 
courses will be presented first, f ol!owed \ly the grades earned in 
eleeUve courses. · The sequence used in describing the subject 
fields follows closely the sequence found in the student's cumu• 
lative folder and used in reporting his grades to his pa.rents on 
his report carde 
At the time of this study, the eighth grade.was not a high 
aehool grade; it carried no credit toward graduationf and:its 
curriculum was fixed for five 0£ the six periods of the school 
day. The required subjects were: English, mathematics, science, 
social studies. and physical education. As a sixth subject• the 
a1 
student bad a choice from among . the exploratoey c:ow:sea wbieh in-o · 
clt1ded fore.tan language• industrial art•• 'hOJ!ll'. ec0nomics, music, 
and art. Those students Who elected aplol'atory foreign language 
spent the entbe aehool year in that study getting a bcief intro-. 
duetion to each of three langua.ge.-..tatln, ·Pren.ch, and Spani&h. 
Those students who did not elect foreign language elected two other 
areas ln the exploratory courses and spent one semester in each 
The requirements,. at the time of thle study, for graduation 
from. b.ig.!1 school, t»S atated by the V!rsinla State B~ard of B4ueat!on, 




United State~ !:11.atory 
United States Governm.ent 
Blectivaa 










16 unit•, plits 2 year• 
.of.physical educa--
'tlon 
Bng11ah·a combined the teaching of 5rammac ta\d l!tsature-
throughout the entire course, and the student earned one ~rnde, 
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bUt no unit of credit, in the course. However, in Bnglish 91 10, 
11, and 12 the grammar was taught separately one semester for one 
half credit, and the literature was taught separately the other 
semester for one half credit. These two half credits were not 
averaged for one final grade !n any Bnglish course ln high school. 
English 8 grammar included the eight parts of apeech, tense, 
voice, and mood of verbs, case of pronouns, punctuation, and in-
formal· writing. The lite\'atttre inel.uded Short stories, easaya, 
and poems, by predominantly American authors, dealing with the 
problem of growing up, adventure, and accepted values in American 
culture. 
Ba.ch grade level of grammar in the four years of high school 
English included an intensive drill in review of the areas of 
grammar coveted in the eighth grade, but, in addition, each grad• 
level had an area for particular emphasis. In English 9 the 
emphasis was on the simple sentence and on written and oral ex-
pression in sentences, paragraphs, and short themes. In Bngliah 
10 the emphasis in grammar was on compound and complex sentences, 
including the study of clauses, and on informal theme writing• 
Emphasis in Bnglish 11 centered on verbals, the infinitive, gerund, 
and participle, and upon writing longer themes, short stories, and 
short poems. Bnglish 12 grammar was a review of the previous 
grammar, and the writing included research projects with footnotes 
and bibliographies. 
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The literature content of English 9 included a study· of' ·short 
stories,' essays, poems, and personal narratives· by wor.ld authors; 
alld. the reading of Charles Dickens• Great !XP•ctatloit•• .Bn'gliah 10 
:llterat·iu:fi was world literature, and the larger linlts included 
Silas Marner, by Gt?orge BU.ot; Julius Caesar~ by'William Shakespttare; 
and romantic tales in verse,· !!!,! Idylls .2f. !!!!. King, ·by 'Alfred,· 
tord Tennyson. English 11 literature traced the' history of American 
literature,either'chronologiully or by typ~s of litezature from 
its very beginning to the present day. ·English 12 'literature·· in-
cluded studies of all· types of writing through each period from 
the Anglo-Saxon period and Beowulf to modem Inglish writers. 
A· study of the figures in Table VI, Section A, &hows that. 
the, girl· students consistently ma.de better grades in &lgU.sh than 
1he boys made. There was no significant difference ·between the 
degree of success in grunnar and the success in literature. The 
greatest amount of f allure occurred in t:he eighth grade where 136 
total cases of failure were experienced. Twelve of"tbese cases 
were eventual graduates, but 111 of the cases of failure were 
eventual drop.outs. The data ln Table VIII 8how· that while about 
one twelfth (s.1 per cent) of the cases of llnglisb 8 made a grade 
of A,·abOut one third (32.4 per cent) failed or made a grade of P. 
The percentages of those making A•s remained fairly·constant ex-
cept in English' 12 where only 4 per cent made A• s as compared with 
.the average of 7.9·per cent A's for all English levell. The 
TABL.e VI SECTION A e.NGLISH 
SCHOLASTIC GRADES EARNED 13Y MEMP.>ERS 
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percentage of B's earned in all levels of English was 21.6, but 
the English 8. percentage of B's. was 13•6• .. Pewer people made C in 
; ( < • ' ' 
Inglish 8, only 21.2 per cent, as compared with the 21.1 per cent 
for all ·1evela of Inglish. The ~r making D's, 25.1 per cent. was 
f ai~ly constant throughout the levels. At the twelfth grade 1eve1 
a.3 per cent ma.de P, and at the eighth gi:ade level 3a.4 per cent made 
P as compared with the a'Verage of all grades of 17.7 oer cent P's• 
The totais in Table VI, Section'· A, show that while 165 case• 
of graduates ~e A's in the. five years of Bngllsh and 13 cases of 
those Who dropped out of school. made A•• bi Bnglish, 97 graduate 
caSeS made p in Bnglish in the 'tive levels, and 317 dropaout cases 
made P ln Bnglish in the five levels. The majority of the students 
earned grades of B, c. or D. 
Ai.1 f !gure~ given for English in the f o~r: years of high 
achool represent twice the number of people involved in the letter 
grades because of the separate grammar and literature grades. 
Pield of Ma.thematics 
.• Ma.th 8, required of all eighth graders. waa. a. courae in· 
general arithmetic involving the manipulation of figures and con-·· 
· taining. many word problems. It covered units on !na~rance and·· .. 
perpentages and gave brief introductions to algebra. and g"ometry. ·. 
Math 9. was also a general .court;e in .arit~etic .. and.involved 
111anipulat~ons of figures in areas of importance in daily.living for 
the average citizen. 
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Practically every a1:udent: attempted to fulfill a.t'the ilinth 
grade level the requirement of one unit' of mathematics for high 
school graduation: by electing either Math 9'or·Algepr& ·x. 
· ·Table: VI, Secti0n ·n, figures for Math 8 show that the girls 
'again ~de consistently higher grades than the boys• Nineteen· 
girls ma.de A as compared with 7 boys, but 57 boys and 39 girls made 
D. Drop-outs were responsible for 118 of the 144 total ca.Sea of ·. · 
P's in the eighth grade, bUt 17 cases of future graduates ma.cle F 
on English 8 also •. ·The percentage of failure, Table VIII, in · 
eighth grade mathematics was 34.2 per cent; the percentage of A'a~ 
6.2. 
Of the417 cases enrolled, during the period ot thia atudy, 
in what·ia generally considered math2J11atics of the ninth grade 
level, 50~6 per cent were enrolled in Math 9 and 49.4 per cent in 
Algebra I. In the Math 9 group only 4 earned A's as compared with 
S6 P'•a eventual drop-outs earned 33 of those F'•• and 15 of the 
P's were graduate cases. The percentage of failure in Math 9, as 
given in Table VIlie was 26.6, as compared with 1.9 per cent A'•• 
Almost three f ourtlls (71.S per: cent) of the Math 9 enrollment made 
B, C, and D• 
The group enrolled in Algebra I, Which was approximately one 
half (49.4 per cent) of those eligible by grade level, earned is, 
or 7.3 per cent A'•; and s2, or 2s.2 per cent, made P'•• Thirty• 
four cases of future graduates and 24 drop-out.!i failed. Algebra I 
had a 74.8 percentage of those enrolled passing• 
Those wto successfully completed Algebra I wete eligible· . · 
to elect higher mathematics courses, and 46 per cent· of these . 
e.leeted Algeb~a .n; 69 per cent elected plane ge01118tey; 26 per cent 
elected solid geometry and trigonometry. Only 9.8 per cent of the 
students enrolled in all.mathematics.at the ninth grade level 
elected four years of..ma.thermtics; and 7.9 .per c:ent of. that original 
ninth grade en~o~tment successfully completed f OU$ years of 
imthema.tics. 
Senior Ma.th, a general ma.thematics course, was elected by 
59 senic>rs. . Fifty.eight of these passed. 
The total incidence of mathematics failure in Table Vle 
Section n, waa 293 for the f lve years. Drop-outs were responsibl• 
tor 184 cases of this failu~e, and 85.~regraduates. 
· A study .of T~ble VI, Section B, reveals the fact that £ewe~ 
girls than boys enrolled in mathematics higher than the illtroductory 
algebra. 1eve1. In.the.top three courses .in mathematics, there were 
135 boys enrolled as COlllpared with 61 gir:le. The grades of B, c, 
and D were earned by most of the students enrolled. in any ma the• • 
l!Ul.tics course" 
Science 8, required of all members of the eighth grade, was 
. . 
a general science course dealing with the physical sciences, •om.e 
biology and'some chemistry. ·The figures in Table VI, Section c, 
show that 26 students made A's, 93 ma.de c•a, and 134 made P'a; bUt 
TABLE VI (cor?finuczd) SECTION c SCIENCE. 
~ A B c D F 
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UO of. those P'~ were ma,de by students WhO lat~r drc>ppec1_ out. : 
Tahle:Vlll Sh9\'fS .33.0 per· cent failure at the. eighth.gi:ade level 
. . . . '' '' .. - , . . ' ,. 
ln se!encf1· l\S, ~ued:tri.tb 6.4 per cent A's•. Girts conaiatently 
made htghel" gr&.des in ~ience 8 where sJ:l'1 f at1urea ~· half 
that of the boys •. 
To satisfy th~ Jtate requhement of. one •.C~'11Ctt.· credlt for .. 
high sdtoo1. e.raduatlon, ~ost of the students elected Science '• 
Which· is a general science couree, l.n the ninth grade or elected 
biology!~ the ninth or tentb grade. In the group belnr studied, 
19.5.per cent of the enrollment !tt ninth grade classes elected 
Se!enee 9 with?9.3 pe~ cent of those passing •. Fro. the enr:ollaent 
at the ninth amt· tenth grade levels, 26 per cent. elected biology•· 
and 73 per cent of these puseds from the junior c:laaa enroUment• 
32.4 per cent elected dt=istry with ts.1 pe.r .cent. of these pa.sslns& 
and from ~e senior em:ollm.ent 12.9 pei:. cent elected physics with 
100 per cent paseing. Of the total ea.•e• eru:o11ed in general 
ecience,. biology, chedstry,and physic:s course.a,. 4.4 peX' cent 
etee~ed fo~ years.of the science•• 
Only one ewrae had a _stated p.rerequisi te. In osde~ tn ta'ke 
chemistry, a •t-udent 111.USt have pas1ed Algebra l with at lea.at a 
grade of c. The DUllbel' i>USing Algebra l with a C or bettu wu 
108, ou-¥ tm11 69 toolt Chesllistry. 
Bnro11monta. by .a~ In the science area, as revealed 1n 
Table vi. Section c, showed. ~ost ewn diatd.wt!on in ea.eh level 
except in. pbysica Where aa boys and one. gh'l wen e.m:o11ed. 
. There we=e '72 A's ln the total .science flt:14 JUI compared 
lflth 231 failures, 177 of which were earned by droJ>-OUt• and 30 by 
graduates. 'l'able VIII ShOW$ that, ln the requll'ed_ science uea, 
Wh!eh is either Sclence 9 or Biology fet: most $tudenta. there was 
a 21.0 per cent.failure !n Biology and 30.1t>er cent !n·Sclenee 9. 
The greatest number of s'tudenta enirolled ln all science 
P!eld of Social Studies 
Social Studiea a. cequlred of all eighth g~ade atudenta, ln-
wl'led the study of United States history with special ephaais on 
,"..' f •·: 
Virpnia bl.story and the Yuginia tom of government. Over half 
(56.1 P.r cent) of the eighth g~ade eMOllment euned B, ·c, ead D, 
while 5.9 per cent made A's, and 38 per cent failed. llrop-outa 
' .... 
were ~eaponslble for 121 of the 162 cases of failure at this level, 
an4 2.5 who later graduated failed Social Studies a. Twice as many 
boya aa girla f a11ed. 
World Geography and World Hiatory, courses normally elected 
in the ninth or ientb grade., but offm:ed in any year, were elected · 
by 17 per cent and 10.s per cent i:espectlvely of the ninth and tenth 
grade enrollmenu. World Geography students experienced 23.4 pe,.. 
cent failure with only two people making A and.thl'ee makings. 
38 
World Hi&toq etudenta experienced 31.3 per cent failure, but 14 
students made. A, Md 13 made n according to Table vx. Section D., 
. In Vnf.ted States HJ.stuiw, required at the eleventh grade 
1eve1 of d1 proapectiv• graduaks. ah\Ost three f ourthS (14.4 pe~ 
cent> of those en.rolled mad& B, c, or l)~ .Bxactly 8.1 per cent 
made A while 11.4 per cent falltd. Again the gir1a outnumbered 
the boys a to 1 ln aatd.ns A•• and B •a,. 
United Sta.tea Goveznment. requir<.'Cl at the t\telfth grade 
lt.'Vel or all prospective graduates., had the lowest percentage of 
f a11ure in the mti.J:e social studies f iel.4.1 according to Table VIII. 
'l'be f!gUrea a.how that 3.4 per .cent faUed sover:nment while 9 pe~ 
eent made A's, and 41.3 ~ cent ma.de c•e. 
The four areas of inatrt1ction c:overed thus far•.,.J!ngli.sh. 
mathematics, .ac!ence, andeoeJ.al atud.tes-co1"lete tile area of 
nquired a.catteidc: aubjncts. 
P.,orele Lanpye Pield 
The atudy of I ore.tsu language at any grade level was purely 
a matter of personal choice in the aeh001 being atudied. The 
· elghth grade exploratOry f orelgn language course. aa previously 
atated, gave bcief ·introductions to each of tuee language•• Latin. 
kench, and Spanish, &pending about three mont1UJ with each language. 
Presumably thi• enabled the student to make a wise choice concern-
ing future atudy of a f orelgn language. 
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At the eighth grade level, 38 per cent of the students en-
~o11ed elected exploratory foreign language, and 76 per cent of 
these passed. Gi~ls made up 60 per cent of the enrollment, and 7 
per cent of these girls failed. 
The first year of a foreign language could be elected at any 
grade level in the high school, but most of the students who took 
a foreign language began to study it !n the ninth grade. In the· 
class being studied, 11.9 per eent of the ninth grade enrollment 
elected Latin, and 61.5 per cent of these paased; 16.2 per cent 
elected Spanish, and 81e7 per cent of these passed; 13.7 pe~ cent 
elected Prench, and 83 per cent of these passed. The three f ore!gn 
languages were elected by 41.7 per cent of the ninth grade, and 
76.6 per cent of these passed. 
Olly 48.9 per cent of those enrolled in first year language 
elected the second year of the language, or 24. 7 per cent of the 
tenth grade elected a second year language. Of these, 94 per cent 
passed. 
The greatest degree of failure in the first year of a 
language occurred in Latin I, but no failure occurred in Latin 11. 
Preneh II showed the highest percentage of failure in a second year 
language with 11•5 per cent not passing0 
Bnrollmenta in foreign language courses, Table VI, Section 
B, shoW about three boy• for every four girls in this areas yet the 
f ailuree for the boys were more than twice the number of failures 
for the girls. 
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Pie1d of. Business Education 
The offerings in :thef!eldof business education :includftd 
nine separate courses •. The business. education student could elect 
.the first course, general business, in the ninth grade, or he could 
take this course .along with first y'ear typing in the tenth grade;. · 
.Thereafter he could elect from. bookkeeping and shorthand.· After 
making a C in Typing II, he could learn the use of offiee maehillea, 
or he could take this course concurrently with Typing II if he 
made a. B or· better in .. Typing 1. Vocational Office Training, which 
included the office machines instruction, was.open to seniors only. 
In. the var program, the student spent half the day ln school tak;.. . 
ing ~equired subjects and about three hours each afternoon in · 
supervised work activities in business offices in industries in 
the area.· 
The students who elected one or more business courses were 
s2.7per cent of the enrollments in the four years of high school; 
of .this group 86 per cent passed. 
The figures in Table VI~ Section P, show that the 1.argest 
number of students taking business courses were enrolled in general 
business, 112 girls and 63 boys• .Nineteen of these students made 
A in the course, 43 earned. c, and 23 made F. Typing I had 138 
students enrolled, and 31 of these failed. Sixty-three were en-
~olled in Typing II, and 61 of these passed. 
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F • Female 
~ 
w 
Prom ·the nuaber taking Typing I, 45 per ·cent went ·on to 
TJPing Iii '19 per cent of those enrolled in Bookkeeping I elected 
Bookkeeping n; and 30 per c:ent of the Shorthand I gl'OUp took 
' . ' 
Shorthand 11.• The largest amount of failUl'e took place in the first 
year levels of the business courses. Only two students failed in 
any •econd year business course. 
More girls than boys elected buSineas coUS"ses, and the grade 
of C was earned by the largest number: of these students. 
Home Economics Field 
The eXJ)loratory home econwes. in the eighth grade,· an elec-
tive for one semester, included elementary training in both cooking 
and sewing• Porty-one boys and 108 girls elected the course, and 21 
•of the group made A, and 76 Jll8de B. Only 7 failed the course, 6 of 
whom were boys who became drop.outs, according to figures in Table VI, 
Section o. 
Home Bconomics I, II, and Ill at the high school leval each 
offered units in.cooking, sewing, nutrition, and child care. Girla 
Who elected h~ .. economics courses were 36.2 per cent of the total 
female enrollment. According to Table VI• Section G, only one girl 
enrolled in any home economics course failed. and she became a drop-
out. 
Boys• Home J3conomlcs, Which gave practical training to the 
boys in the culinary arts and prepared them for usef ulneas in the 
home, was elected by 4 per ~ent of the boys ln the school, and the 
one bOy who failed was a future droi>-out. 
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Hot11e . and· Pamily · Living·, open to senior a· only, gave no 
practical training Jn duties concerned with homemakin~; rather 
46· 
it attempted to prepare studenta whowere·near·graduation to 
assume roles of responsibility, to understand some of.the.problems 
concerned with their future roles as married ci:tizens,: homemakers• 
· and parents. Pifteen per cent of the seniora elected this course, 
Pield of Art 
' ' . 
. The c1assea in the field of art were strictly elective from 
the eighth grade to the twelfth. In the eighth.grade, the explora-
tory art course was orie semester in dui:ation. 
At the eighth grade level, 85 students, or 20e? per· cent, 
elected art, ·and 61 of these earned a grade of. c or better: 9 
failed the course, bUt.these were future di'op•outs •. · 
According to Table VI, Section H, 13 of the 14 ca.Sea of 
failure in all art courses were drop.outs. Of the 47 passing Art 
I, 21 elected Art II, and 2 elected Art III. 
Approximately 11 per cent of the student body enrolled in· 
art classes during the four years of high school, and 94.S pet 
cent p&ased. 
Industrial Arts Pield 
The f !rat year shop and mechanical drawing courses were elec- · 
tive at any grade level in high school; the exploratory shop was elec-
tive for one semester in the eighth grade. A total of 101 boys and 
z girls elected exploratory shop, and 91 passed. Of the 6 failures, 
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3 were future dron-outs. and 3 transfer.red later. according to Table 
VI, Section 1. 
Two girls elected and passed Wood.shop I, and 4 girls elected 
Mechanical Drawing l; 3 of these passed. One boy failed shop work, 
but 19.7 per cent of the male student body elected the subject. 
Mechanical Drawing attracted 22.6 per cent of the boys, ~d 89 per 
A8 in the subjects previously ..Uscribed, the most common 
grade was c, and moat of the failure cases were student• who later 
§peech and Journalism in the Language Arts Area · 
Speech and journallam, of the language arts area, were etec-
tive from the tenth grade up. In speech classes the student re-
;. ~ . ' 
cetved training in public speaking and debating, and he learned to 
prepare notes for these. He learned to evaluate and give construe-
tive criticism of speeches of others. 
The figures in Table VI, Section I, show that 51 students in 
the class being studied elected speech, and all of these passed. 
Journalism was open to students with adequate grammar back-
- groun<t, to students who liked to write and wanted to work hard. These 
· · ·students learned the fundamentals of newspaper writing and wrote and 
edited the bi-monthly sc:hool newspaper. Nine of the students eligible 
by grade level elected the course in Joui:nnl~sm, and all passed. 
so 
Pield ot Music 
At the eighth grade level,. the exploratory course in music waa 
elective for one semester. This was elected by 28.3 per cent of the 
eighth grade enrollment, by mos-e girla than boys, and 81 per cent 
passed. However, according to Table VI• Section J, there were 22 to-
tal cases of failure at this level• 17 of which were later drop-outa. 
In the four years of high school, 115 students, or 11.6 per 
cent, enrolled in vocal music with 96.6 per cent passing; s.1 per 
cent enl'olled .ln instrumental music, and one person failed, a drop.. 
out. Bight.girls elected and passed A C&ppella choir. 
field of Physical Bducation 
Physical education was required by state regulation at the 
eighth, ninth, and tenth grade levels for all who were phyalca11y 
able to exercise. Health study was included in this program. 
In each grade level, according to Table VI, Section 3t the 
greatest ftVlllbel' of students made the grade of B, with those getting 
A the second largest group. 0£ the 37 failures in physica1 educa-
tion classes, 32 eases were eventual drop.outs, four were future 
transfers• and one was a .future graduate. The failul'e at the 
eighth grade level was 6.3 per cent of those en1'o11ed, and .ln the 
ninth and tenth grades, 1.s per cent., 
IV. REVIEW OP ALL LBTI'Bl\ GRADB DATA 
The tabulation of all letter grades earned by the 390 individ-
uals in the five grade levels in all c1aasea, exclueive of physical 
education, revealed a total of 7,126 classes in which the total 
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meJ!lbership was enrolled• The students passed 6,214 of these 
classes. or s1.2 per cent of the classes, and failed 1,452, or 
18e8 per e~t of the classes. 
The students who dropped out of school were enrolled in 
.52 
2,424 of the 7, 126 classes. The figures in Table VIII Show that 
when the letter grades earned by the students who dropped out of 
aehool were removed from the total letter grades eamed by the 
memberslU.p, tilt; percentage of A's in the five ye~ period rose from 
9.0 per cent to 12.2 per cent; the B's from 22.6 per cent to 28.9 
per cent; the C•s from 27.5 per cent to 30.8 per cent; the D's 
droooed from 22.1 per cent to 19.S per cent; and the P's from is.a 
to s.6 per cent. 
The figures for the dtop..out population alone show that the 
arop-outs earned 2 per cent A'si 8 per cent n•s; 20 per cent C's; 
29 per cent D's; and 41 per cent P's. 
According to the averages Ulade to obtain the rank in the 
. '. 
senior class for the graduates of 1958, five graduates had a 95 or 
better average for the four yea.rs of high school; 23 graduates 
· averaged between 90-94 s 66 averaged between 85-89; 70 averaged 
between 80-84; and 4 a.ven.ged be~ween 75 .. 79. 
The average& for rank !ti the senior class did not include 
any eighth grade ;subj~cti or .Phy!i!.Cal ed~~ation grades because 







DlSTRIBUTICl'f AND PBRCBNTAGBS OP GW>BS BARNED 
iN ALL SUB,JEcrS Bt THB CI.ASS OP 1958 
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TorAL MEMBERSHIP MBMBERSHIP MINUS DROP-OOTS 
NUMBER P.BRCBNTAQJ NUMBER. PBRCBNTAGB 
696 9.0 646 12.2 
1752 22.6 1537 as.9 
2115 27.5 1629 30.8 
·1711 2a.1 1034 19.5 
1452 18.a 456 
'·' 
7726 100.0 5302 100.0 
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The results of the letter grade survey divide the group 
being studied into two separate categories, the successful students, 
most of wh0111 graduated• and the drop-outs, most of whom f ailede 
The record for the membership, minus the drop-outa, waa 71.9 
per cent in average and above average grades earned in the five 
yeara, another 19.5 per cent barely passing, and total passing 91.4 
per cent. 
Percentages of letter gradea·earned ~required courses, .a 
given in. Table VIII, indicate that required.subjects in the lowe~ 
gr&M levels of achool ·had higher frequencies in failure than the 
''' . '' 
upper level•• ~· droi>-outs, who earned.moat.of the failing.grade• 
at .the lower ·levels, are not. numbered in the upper level percent-
ages. The compad.son of average percentages in required subjects 
.;l 
with those in elective subjects shows that these students failed 
more requiJ:ed subjects than ~lective courses. 
V. A.C.E. TEST RESULTS 
The 1953 high school. ~ditJ.on of the A.c.s. test. American 
Council on Education Psychological Examinations, was adiilinistered 
!n oCtober, 1955, to a11 students in tenth grade homeroOlllS 'in 
School Y. The nWllber taking the test waa 221. Thia number does 
not match the number given in Table V • page 24• because Table V 
figures were not based on homeroom membership, but on cases of 
students in the class of 1958 taking tenth grade work during the 
five year period. 
Subject 
English 8 
Eng. 9 g•* 
Bnge 9 le** 
Bnrh lo 1. 
Jing. 10 lo 
ling• 11·g. ';:. 
Eng. 11.1. 
Bng•- 12 S• 
Eng. 12 1. 
·All English 












.PBRCSNTAG.BS OP LBTTllR GRADES. BARNED Dl 
RBQUIRlmCOURSBS 
A B c D • 
s.1 13.6 21.2 24o7 32.4 
809 aa.s so.a· a3.s · 13.7 
9.4 21.s 27.6 24.7 16.8 
9o3 21.s 22.0. 29.6 11.1 
809 23.1 23.4 21.1 11.s 
'4.9 ·23.s. 26•6 as.a· 18.9. 
7.8 22.1 23.4 24.,7 21.4 
1.9 31.0 37.9 20.9 2.s 
4.o 24.6 46.3 22.a 2.3 
1.9 21.6 27.7 2s.1 17.7 
s.9 1s.o 18.S 22.6 38.0 
a.1 16.2 26.4 31.9 17.4 
9.0 27.7 41.3 18.6 3.4 
6.2 14.9 21.6 23.1 34.2 
le9 9.9 as.9 32.7 26.6 
7.3 19.9 2s.2 22.4 25.a 
6.4 14.6 aa.9 23.1 33.o 
7.3 19•1 as.1 24.2 20.1 























The A.c.B •. test, a standardized objective test designed to 
measure learning ability or scholastic aptitude, yields two scores 
which differentiate between linguistic ability (the L-score) and 
quantitative thln1cing (the Q-•core). The Total score for the en• 
tire test 11 an indicator of general seholastic ability. The · 
results of this test given in Table IX show the mean raw score 
obtained in the group being studied was 64o2 and the standard 
. , 
deviation 17 .1. The frequency column shows that 66 students scored 
one sigma abOve the mean; 28 scored two aigmas above the mean; 8 
scored three sigmas above the mean; and one person scored four 
sigmas above the mean. A group of 93 scored one sigma. below the 
mean; 23 acoredtwo aigmas below; and 2 scored three sigmas below. 
The total number scoring plus or minus one sigma was 159, 
·or 71.9 per cent of the number, as com.pared with the approximately 
68.26 per cent in this area under· the norinal curve of distribUtion. 
The total number scoring plus or minus two sigmas from the mean 
was 51, or 23.1 per cent, as compared with the 27.18 per cent in 
the normal distribution; ten students. or 4.S per cent, scored 
plus or minus three sigmas as compared with 4.zs. tm the bell· 
curve. One person, or 1004 per cent, scored plus four sigmas. 
These figures, graphically displayed, show a curve with a 
positive skewness, where the largest number of score• appear be-
tween the mean and minus one sigma. 
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TABLB IX 
MB.AN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OP A. c. B.* TEST scams 
POR CLASS Of 1958 
INTBRVAL f x f X f ~ 
'·. \ . ,. i ~ ' ... 
125-129 1 127 'la?' ·. 1-6120 
120-124 0 122 
11~119 .. a· . 117 334 27'178 
llo-114 a 11~ 224 25088 
10.S-109 ·1 . 101 107 11449 
100-104 3 102 306 31212 
95-99 1 91 97 0409 
90-94 9 93 828 76176 
85-89 4 87 348 30276 
80-84 14 82 1148 94136 
7.S-79. 20 ?7 1540 118580 
70-74 aa '12 1584 114048 
65-69 24 67 1608 107736 
6()-64 23 62 1426 88412 
5S-59 31 ~: 1767 100719 
.S0-54 17 52 884 45968 
45-49 :aa ' 47 1034 48598 
40-44 . 13 42 504 21168 
3.5-39 4 ·:':rt 148 5476. 
30-34 7 32 224 7168 
25-29 1 27 27 739·· 
20-24 1 22 22 484 
N D 221 :i:fX •14187 2.~~ "' 980339 
M • l:: fX • 14187 • 64.19 • 64.2 
,.... 221'·. 
SD ~fx2 •i.,,.. 
-rr 
• y 980339 - (64.2) 2 .· 
221 
. • '\/4435.9~ ... 6'!21~64 . 
SD •-V 314.28 
SD a 11.1 
*American Council on Education, Psychological Examination. High 
School Edition 
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Thia teat, adlllinlstered in the teoth grade homerocas, did 
not include the group of drop.outs in the ei1hth and ftlntb grades. 
The results obtained relate pd.udly to the graduates and the 
membership in cOt.rses 1n the ·tenth. eleventh. and twelfth grades. 
A contpari•on oE the A.c.n. test results with the letter 
grades for the live years, given :ln Table V11lt: .Ouid seem to J.ncu.:.. 
cate a areceral aimilarlty between teacher uaigned grades. which 
a.re SOMNhat subjective, and objective.standardized teat reaulta 
indicating acholattic aptitude. 
1f failure and lack of acholastlc aptitude were cauaea of 
the.drop.outs in-the lower high achcol and eighth grade levels, a 
•choluttc aptitude teat admiaiatered to the entire croup at the 
eighth grade level would possibly baTe yielded acorea resulting 
la a aore positittly skewed curve than the one obtained la tbe 
tenth grade level with the A.c.B. results. The tenth grade school 
popt1latlon waa a mote select group scholastically than its own 
eighth grade pc,pulatlon of two years be.fore, by virtue of the draJ)-
outa in that two yea.r ped.od, ii grade• are an indication. 
The 71.9 per cent ecorlng plus or minus one sigma ttom the 
•an on the A.c.s. teat exactly equals the 71.9 per cent earning 
average and abo't'e average gradea related before. 
Results f roa the A.c.B. teat seem to indicate a normal dis• 
tributlcn of scores eamed by the 1958 class at the time they were 
59 
at the tenth grade 1eve1·. General teacher evaluations through letter 
trades ate similar to A.C.B. sc~res. 
v1. smuoa Pt.ANS 
Puture Jobs 
The future planning sheets. whi~h all ae1tbe:r11 of the senior 
cltu:1n wen requested to .fl11 out. were. available £or 149 of the 
168 graduates in the class cf 1958. This group indicated in the 
sprin~ ef their senior year that 56 planned to attend college the 
following f'a11. 25 boys and 31~irlai ~planned to attend business 
scbMl• and cu planned to attend a preparatory school. Pour glrle 
plarmed to enter schools of nuning; 9 git' le planned to marry with-
ln a year; 18 boys planned ta enter the a.med services l.J!ll!ltediate111 
42 planned to go into occupations in industry; and IS wen uncertain 
abeut 1U'l'f' future plans. 
Colle!! Applicant• 
Actually. frCJI! this g:rcup, 82 applied for collese entrance, 
and 75 wel'e accepted. "Ibis 75, which was made up of 30 boys and 
45 girts. represented 45.8 per cent of the graduating class. The 
pe~centage of those not attending college wa• 54.2. Those accepted 
by colleges enrolled. in 22 different institution• 0£ higher learn-
ing. with the laS'gest single group attending classes at lU.chaomt 
60 
Professional Institute.-- -Three of the eight gb:ls from this:_ class 
who 'entered Westhampton•College of t~e.JJnlvers!ty, of: Richmond~ .ln 
the fill of 1958, made the dean's U.st the first year. One of 
·these three girls made straight A's the first year and received a 
' 
Phi Beta Kappa Book Award, an honor bestowed for excellence in 
scholastic.achievement. - Two of these girls made Mortar Board :ln 
their Junior year at Westhampton. One of. the five $Chool Y 1958 : . 
girl graduates who entered Mary Washington College made straight 
A's and the dean's list her freshman year at Mary Washington and 
Mortar Board her junior year. One of the 1958 boy.graduates ma.de 
·straight A's his. freshman year a.t Davidson Cc>llege and Omicron 
Delta Kappa, scholarship and le~ship fraternity, his junior 
year.· 
By June,_1961, the majority of the graduates in the class 
of 1958 who-had entered coU.ese had remained in college three! yeara 
and had received adequate to superior ratings according to re-
ports to the high school guidance off lce from the v~ious colleges. 
' . . 
A high school has many objectives, one of which f.& prepar• 
ation for College. -The reports to .the high school from the Colleges 
which the gradtJates of the class of 19.58 at SchOol Y entered seem 
to indicate that these graduates performed adequately at the college 
\ ··, 
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·VII. TUB DROP-OUT :PROBLBM. 
During the five yeu period of the study of the class of . 
1958 at School Ya· the 43.1 oer cent of drOP-out which took place 
spaced itself in this manner: 15 per cent of the total drop..out 
occurred at the eighth grade level; s.a per cent at the ninth; 
10.s per cent at the tenth; 7.4 per cent at the eleventh; and 2 per 
cent at the twelfth grade level. Similar studies reported in re-
search showed vuvlng deg~eea of the incidence of drop..outa in 
other areas and Rave the orobable causes. 
A local study made of the Richmond metropoli. tan area in 
1957 found a 42.7 per cent drop-out based on the first grade en-
4 
rollments and the number remaining to graduate twelve years later. 
The three school systems involved in the study were the City of 
Riehmond, Virginia, and the Counties of Jlenrico and Chesterfield• 
In this study it was found that the greatest percentage of drop-
out occurred at the ninth grade level. and the next highest at the 
eighth grade level. The study included both white.and Negro en• 
rollments, and in each sehool system the white school population 
had a greater percentage of drop-outs than the Negro. 
4Donald Barham Beaman, "The Extent of Drop-out in Public 
Schools in Riehmond and Metropolitan Area" (unpublished Master's 
thesis, Tbe University of Richmond, R!Chm.ond, Virginia, 1957) 
P• 32• 
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The United States Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare reported in 1954 that in Virginia 35.6 per cent of the 
students enrolled in the fifth grade in 1943-44 resnained in lehool 
to Rraduate eildlt vears later! for the nation as a whole the ner-
centage was s1.s. In Virginia 40.o per cent.of. the seventh grade 
. ! ' ., .. 
. enrollment in 1945-46 graduated six years later ~n 1951; in the 
nation, 56.6 pel' cent. In Virginia s1.o per e.ent of the students 
enrolled in the ninth grade in .1947-48 graduated four years tater; 
in the nation, 62.S per .cent .. graduated. Ranked .in descending 
order. on the ninth grade enrollment baSis. Wisconsin had the 
highest percentage, 80.3 per cent, of graduates, and.Georgi~ the 
lowest, 34.s per cent. The midwestern states as a group had the 
highest retention.oereentage. and the states in the southeastern. 
quadrant of the United States had the lowest retention rate. S , 
"Statistics dealing with the trends.of all youth show tha.t 
80 per cent enter. the ninth grade, and only SO per cent remain to 
graduate. In the northwestern at~tea.the trend !s for 60 per cent 
.to graduate, and in the southern states.40 per e~nt."6 
5 -- . . 
. Walter H •. Gaumnitz, Hish School Retention.!?!. States, United 
States Department of Health, .Education, and Welfare, Off ice of Bdu-
cation, Circular, 398 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1954), 
PP• .8-12• . 
6Har1 a. Douelaas, .Education .f.2!: Yf.!. Adjustment (New Yorks 
The Ronald 'ress Co., 1950) 1 P• 7. 
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A study from the Work Conference on Life Adjustment Edu-
cation in Chicago in 1950 reported, ttThe highest percentage of 
drop.outs (54 per cent) occur at the age of 16, and in grades 9 
·7 
and 10 (63 per cent)." 
The state law governing compulsory school attendance which 
waa J.ri effect in-Virginia during this study of the class of 1958 
and until January 31, 1959, read in part: 
Every parent, guardian, or other person in the 
O:nnm.onwealth• having control of any child or children 
Who have reached the seventh birthday and have not 
reached the sixteenth birthday, shall send this child, 
or children, to a public Sehool, or to a private, or 
denominational, or parochial school, or shall have such 
a child, or children, taught by a tutor or a teacher, 
of qualif icatlons prescribed by the State Board and 
approved by the division superintendent, in the home, and 
such Child, or children, shall regularly attend such a 
public school during the period of each year the public: 
schools are in session and for the same number of days aa 
the public school.s · · 
'the student, in Virginia, who entered the first grade at the 
age of seven would normally arrive at the eighth grade at the age 
of fourteen, but if he had been retained in one or more grades !n 
the elementary school, he would arrive at the eighth grade at 
the age of sixteen, the age at which he could legally atop school. 
7Virginia State Qiamber of Commerce, Improvements !u, High 
School Education !!! Virginia 1944-541 p. 22. 
8state Board of Education' VIRGINIA SCHOOL LAWS, State of 
Virginia, october, 1950, p. 103e ----
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A survey.of the literature reported many. studies of.the 
causes of drop.out•• Science. Research Associates found· that drop;.· 
out· students ha.ve many of the' following eharaeted.stics· in common1 
Most drop.outs are wisuccessf ul in sChool work and 
retarded by one or mor:e grades;. and many are consequently 
over age by the time they withdraw. 
Most droi>-outs take little part in out-of-class 
activities. 
Most drop-outs place low value on schooling• 
Most. droi>-outs come from low income families and 
ha~ trouble meeting school costs.9 
.Many studies reported the low value placed on high· school 
education by.families in the low.income bracket; the lower.the 
social class •. the lower the value on education. 
These reasons and percentages for quitting school were re-
ported:· .. dissatisfaction with school. 47.7 per. eent; economic need, 
19.4 per cent; .lure of a job• 11.1 per cent; .. marriage and pregnancy, 
6.6 pe~ cent r : and others, .. 14t6 per cent.1~ 
9Charlea M. Allen, Combating .!!!!, Drop-out Problem, (Chicago: 
Science Research Associates. Inc., 19S6), P• 7 • 
. lOMildred Bertman, "Why Boys and Girls Leave Schoo19 " 
Bncxclopedia !!_ Educational Research, A· Project of the· American ... 
Bducation Research Association, Department of National Bducatlon 
Association (3rd ed.) (New Yoz:k: The Macmillan Company, 1960)• 
P• 9o 
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Harl R. ,Douglass gave this reaction to the ea.use of drop.. 
outs::, 
It la customary to assign financial reasons as the 
chief factor, but this is actually a superficial excuse 
which glosses-over the real reason., Lack of interest, 
parental indifference, and,thefailure to, understand life 
adjustment educational objectives and possibilities are 
the main factors, and all of them stem. from the fact that 
the school's program and method do not pay enough: attention 
to modern 1iving conditions, needs, and interesta.11 
The Richmond metropolitan area drop.out study reported that, 
among the.many factors listed by drop.outs as causes for leaving 
achool, SO per cent were school and teacher-related causes.u 
Science Research Associates summar~zed the teacher-drop• 
out relationship !n this manner: 
Unfortunately, the relationship between the po-
tend.al drop-out and the teacher too often is part of 
the endless cycle of low marks, non-promotion, 1111d re-
jection begun in the early grades. Keeping pupils after 
achool because of poor schoolwork, pointing out their 
weaknesses and failures to them and their parents, not 
selecting them for prestige jobS, and even providing them 
with manual tasks within their abilities bUt low in prestige 
in the eyes of other pupi1s--a11 these reinforce the 
youngsters• sense of failure, their dislike of school, and 
their dislike or suspicion of. their teac::he,rs. · 
In contrast to this negative relationship, Dre 
Robert He.vighmst, in bis book, Human. Development ,!!!5! 
.Bducation, stresses the importance of having.teachers 
11nouglass, .22.• .s!!•, P• 44Se 
12iJeaman, S?,• .5!!• •· P• 48. 
who are ••signifi~ant persons•• to the child• . S~c:h. a pera0~ 
... is 0 more than a part of the human furniture in the child's 
: neighborhood" and is· ''one whose love and respect ·is d.e.;. 
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sired by the child." "Relatively fewteachers,tt Havighurst 
says, "become significant persons in the life of any partic-
ular child. Most teachers remain outside the Sheil. of· .. his 
emotional attac:hment ••• but a few teachers firut a place . 
within the inner circle of significant persons and exerc.ise 
deep influence on' the child's development."' . . . 
-. . . ' . •' 
There are apparently. few drop-outs Who have found. 
teachers whoa they can admire and with whom they can develop 
the warm, friendly relationsh!Q which might serve' as a major 
force to keep them in schoo1.13 · 
,The study of the literature indicated that the drop-out prob-
J.em .at Schoe>l,Y was not out of proportion when compared with the 
' ' •• . ' ' • c • • • ,. . ' 
p~oblem in other area and state public school systems.. However, 
. ,• - . - ' ; . ' . ; : 
the studies showed that Virginia and the other southeastern states 
I ' • • ' ' ' • • 
. , - . . 
had a lower percentage of students remaining in achoo1 to graduate 
thanother~sectlona.of.t11e•unitedStates. 
"1he studies reported a vad.ety '·of causes for t;a. drop-cut 
percent~es, the causes varying_ in degree with each scho~l and0 
' ' ' '' ' ' . . . ' . . . 
each c~lnmunity. Mosil of' the ctrop-outs~ hoWever, had a htstory of 
. ' ' . . . 
failure and retention' in lower·. grades: and lew~r high school sub-
' ' ' . ' . ·' , 
jects, were dissatisfied with sChools, 'and came from lower social 
class families .where iow value was placed on graduation' from high 




The memberahi~ at·Schcol Yin tbe class o£ 1958, as this 
study progreseed, was,d!vided equally into the group who graduated 
and the group who drop~ out. The graduate group achieved vary-
ing degrees <>£. auccess academically; the drop-cut group did not. 
The study of courses and grades earned revealed a greater degree 
of failure in required subjects· thanJ.n e1ecti•e subjects, a 
greater degree of failut'e at the lower level of. school than at the 
upper level. According to standardized test results, the popula-
tion studied approximated a n<>rmal dlstd.bution, and, in general, 
the letter cradea assigned by teachers were aird.lar!y·distributed. 
TiJe drop.out pattem at. School Y f o11cwed closely the drop.. 
out pattern fcund in studies of the schools in the area, but the 
area exerted less holding power in its schools than the acbools 
of the nation exerted. 
The reports to the high school £ro:a colleges which the 
graduates of the class of 19.58 at School Y entered seem to indi-
cate that these graduates achieved. adequately at the college level. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMAR.Yt CONCLUSIONS, AND RBCQ\NBNDATIONS 
I. SUMMARY 
Thia study has traced .the forty year histo:ry of the service 
and growth of Sehool A in a community which gradually changed from 
a typically scattered rural area to a thickly populated area con-
posed predominantly of lower income and middle class f amJ.lies. 
When the enrollments at School A outgrew the physical f acilitiea 
of the school plant, Sehool A ceased to function as a secondary 
school in May, 1951. 
With the closing of the parent school, the new and larger 
School Y opened its doors in September, 1951, to continue offer-
ing educational opportunities to the students in the area formerly 
served by School A. Rapid and continuous population growth in 
the community caused steady increases in the enrollments at School 
Y, and condl tions - remained crowded until other secondary and 
junior high aehoola opened in the county to relieve the situation. 
The study of the progre~s of the 390 individuals, com-
prising the original enrollment of the potential graduates in the 
class of 1958, showed that 168 of the students remained to graduate, 
and exactly the same number dropped out of school. If the number 
who transferred to other schools were ignored, the result would be 
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50 per cent graduating, so per cent dropping out. This proportion 
was comparable to other area and state school percentages for 
school leavers. 
A review of the grades earned 'hi the five years pointed out 
the areas of.~e~test difficulty, The required,subject fields and 
the subjects taught in the lower levels of the school had the 
,. , ' " ' .,. • ' • ' ' • ' ,. , ' ,. • < • , 
highest frequency of failure, , At the tenth grade level, for tho15e 
- . . . ., , . ' , ' . ' ., . 
who had not already withdrawn from the class, the A.c.n. test re-
, · '. . ' . , . 
~ults~describ,ed a population similar in aptitude .to the normal, 
curve of distribution. The teacher assigned grades for this group 
' . ~ . . - ' ·: . . ' . . . . 
\fC!l'e fairly e-yenly .~istributed in a simil.ar curve. 
Porty-five per cent of those graduating attended college. 
".' . •• • • • •• • ' • • ... - •' ' •• f 
the f ollo,tlng year. and .. reports to the high school f.t.tdicated. that 
these atu,dent.s perf()rmed satisfactorily at t11e college level. 
II• CONCWSI<l'IS 
The conclusions which were drawn from the data presented in 
.. ' . . . . . . . ' 
this study area 
1. . Since this study did not ascertain the needs . of the 
individual student, it contains no real proof as to whether the 
curriculum Met these needs •• ·. 
a. The large percentage of drop-outs, though.comparable to 
the area and state figures for drop..outa, is a p~oblel!l which needs 
further investigation to determine the real cause for the students' 
leaving school. 
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3. The higher degree of failure in requi~ed academic . 
. '• , .. · ·. . ' •. '· ' ' ' ' ' . . . ' ' 
courses than !n elective courses is a problem which needs investi• 
,, J ••. • • • • •• ' ••• ' .• ' 'l ,. ·. ..•• . . . • . , . 
gation in or~. to determine the cause and to improve the situation. 
4 • .,l'he degree of failure in the eighth, ninth, and. tenth 
• • • 1 '· • ' '. '' • ' • ' 
grades, which ia also the area of the greatest droi>-out, is a 
' ' . '. . . .' ' ... ' . . 
problem which should be studied to determine. the eause in order to 
improve any unfavorable conditions which may be found to exist. 
• •·· ' " • t. . • 
s •. The result.s obt.ained by the A.c • .u. test admift.iatered .to 
this group at the tenth grade level .. indicate that more students 
had the scholast.ic apt~tude to succeed: in advanced mathematics, . 
s.cience, .and f~reign languages than were actually .~rolled in those 
courses •. 
. 6. The additions to the curricular offerings· between 1931• 
5~ reflect t.he changing needs in a growing community. 
7 • The educational level attained by the parents in the 
School Y community was higher than that of the national level for 
adults. 
a. The vocational aims of some parents for their children 
were higher than the .students' own aspirations,. 
9e, Some parents had unrealistic goals for their children 
in relationship to their ability; s0111e students also had unrealis-
tic goalscin relationship to their ability. 
10 •. The enrollment data showed.that more boys than girls 
. ., 
dropped out of school. 
11 
11. The P"adea eamed ln •ubjeet f ielda ladicated that the 
gf.rla made higher grades than the boya 111 aoat courMs. 
12. Mon girls tban boys elected f oreip lanruages and 
im.tnees courses. but more boys than girls elected advanced athe-
aat!ca and science courses. 
13. The degree of difference in success between grumar and 
literature courses was negligible. 
14. Many atudenta who remaf.rsed in acbool to graduate ex-
perienced some failure during tbis period. 
15. The achoo! record of lllOSt oE tbe drop-outs wu one of 
academic failure. 
16. 'Reports to the high school imleate4 that aost ot the 
graduates ln the class 0£ 1958 enrolled in various colleges achlftVe'd 
aat!slactor11y at the college level. 
11. there was SOile relationtlhlp between grades assigned by 
teachers and scores lll&de by student• on standarclized scholastlc 
aptitude tests. 
18. The patrons of School Y felt that the school .fulll11ed 
adequately its responsibility for educating tbe youth ln the area. 
III. RBeoz.l\mNDATIO?S 
After consideration of the data presented and the conclusions 
drawn in this study. the author makea these recoaaendations: 
12 
1. 'that a continuing atudy be aade of the droP-OVta froa 
tfchoo1 ·'y to det~.rtdne. if possible• the nal cause o£ eaeb drop.out; 
that the drop....wt study be ade a put of the coat!malng eYaluatlca 
cf tb9 ac1t001 •• prosraa. · 
2. t'hD.t an lnveetigaden be .ude. of' alt the ·causes ell•· 
covend in that d.rop--Out study to d~tenl.f.ue tddcb could be attr'ib-
uted pd.11arUy to tbe pupil, to the aehool, oi> to the teachers 
that atteiepta·blt ·Ude' to improve aay'area found del.lcf.ent b' tbe 
3. 'nlat the adatrdatratlon eccourace c1uarom teachen to 
evaluate the a tudent •a work ln required acactea!c: courses a«ordlns 
to tbe individual'• 1e\tf!1 of ability and bl• own p.roaress. 
4. That effort• be ode te discovar. the latenattJ and 
aiu cl the students In the eighth, ninth, and tenth g&-ades, where 
cwcb of tbt dt'QP-OUt occun, In cl'der to provide for tbne iateuata 
and a!u in tbe curdculma. 
5. niat guidance couoaelon and teacbera encourage atudenta 
witb proved acbolaatic aptitude to elect advanced academic couraea. 
6. 't'ha.t counaelore and teacbera help students Mate rea11-• 
tic cbolcea ot claeees according to their- abilltf and coals. 
1. That counselor• and teacben offer occupational and 't'O-
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Carrie:. Payne: Barker, daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. 
Edlow·Garrett Payne. was born· in: Clifton Forge,, Virginia, October 
27, 1910. She graduated from Clifton Porge High School in 1927 and 
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and Mary in 1931. 
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Covington for five years before her marriage in 1936 to Joseph P. 
Barker, of .lUcbmond, Virginia. The two children of this marriage .. 
were Joseph Payne Barker, bom February 131 1938, a 1960 alumnus 
of the University of Richmond, and Edlow Garrett Barker, born 
April 30, 1945, 
. She returned to the teaching profession in 1953 as a teacher · . 
of .Bnglish and Journalis11i at Hermitage High School, Henrico County, 
Virginia •.. In 19S8 she entered the field of guidance.· 
She has been enrolled.in the University of Riehmond for the 
19$81 .1959, 1960, . and 1961 summer sessions in pursuit of the 
Master 0£ Science Degree in Education. In 1961 she was elected to 
membership in Kappa Delta Pi. 
